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ABSTRACT 

The meson-exchange currents (MEC) and nucleon-

nucleon short-range correlation have been invoked 

in the calculation of the charge form factor of 6Li 

in the shell model with a harmonic-oscillator 

basis. The contribution of MEC becomes slightly 

significant in the sense that the agreement to 

data is improved when MEC is added to either the 

pure shell model or to the correlated wave function. 

2 -2 
A second minimum at q = 26.0 fm is predicted by 

correlation, but MEC contribution brings this 

2 -2 minimum to about q =24.0 fm . MEC produces the 

first minimum even without correlation, but MEC 

alone does not predict the second minimum . 

. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The first experimental measurement of nuclear sizes 

came as a result of the famous Rutherford scattering 

experiment, in which the nuclear radius was found to be 

by the scattering of alpha-particles. With the advent of 

increasingly higher energy scattering experiments, data 

became available concerning the structure of the nucleus. 

In this regime (of a few hundred mev), the independent 

particle shell model serves adequately, successfully 

yielding, in addition to nuclear sizes, such 

experimentally verifiable predictions as closed-shell 

numbers, nuclear moments, binding energies, total spin, 

and so forth, for a wide variety of nuclei. In such 

models the nucleons are treated as moving independently 

in the presence of a central field and obeying the 

Schroedinger equation, 

HY=EY 
V={Wood-Saxon, for example}. (2) 

Intermediate energy nuclear results obtained from 

high resolution scattering experiments are now extending 

nuclear studies to new domains where the postulates of 

the non-relativistic model of the nuclei are no longer 
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valid. In particular, it became necessary to drop the 

assumption that nuclei are made up of only neutrons and 

protons which interact via two-body forces. The 

existence of mesons, first postulated by Yukawa in 1947 

and later verified, must be included in any realistic 

model of the nucleus. 

A useful framework for such a description is the 

relativistic Lagrangian field theory for strong 

interactions. In this framework the mesonic degrees of 

freedom are incorporated into the model as perturbative 

corrections to the matrix element of some operator 

between nucleon states. The theory is summarized in the 

equations 

U(t,t')=T{exp[-i I d 4HI(,)]} 

y= < 0 I T ( '1 ... '2 ) I 0 > 

=<OIT{,. 1 ... ,. exp[-if HI('m· )]}10> m, m,n 

( 3 ) 

where u is the time development operator '(t)=U,(O) 

and satisfies 

and HI is the interaction Hamiltonian density, and 'n 

are the nucleon in-states. 

2 

Because of the large size of the coupling (g 2
;4n=14.3), 

one must always consider the question of convergence and 



the contributions of higher-order graphs when using this 

approach. 

One of the more successful probes in nuclear 

scattering experiments is the electron. Its use has 

several advantages over other probes such as the photon 

or proton. First, as a light-weight particle it can be 

accelerated to extremely high speeds, yet it interacts 

with the nucleus only through the relatively weak 

electromagnetic interaction, making it possible to probe 

the ground state of the nucleus even at large momentum 

transfer. This would not be the case with the high 

energy photon, which can interact with the nucleus only 

by inducing a transition to an excited state. Second, 

the nature of the electromagnetic interaction is well 

3 

understood. Thus no uncertainties in the model arise due 

to the interaction in the analysis, as would be the case, 

for example, in proton-nucleus scattering, in which the 

probe would interact via the strong nuclear force as 

well. Finally, experimental cross-section results can be 

simply summarized in terms of form factors [1], 

2 2 2 F ( q ) = ( da/dQ ) exp /( da/dQ ) tnint ~ ( 4) 

and data is available over a continous range of momentum 

transfer simply by varying the angle of detection. 

Precedent has been established for the approach used 

here by the works of Kloet and Tjon[2], who found that 



pion exchange shifted the zero of the charge form factor 

of 3He towards smaller values of momentum transfer with 

much more impressive agreement with experiment. Similar 

effects were noted for the form factors of the deuteron 

and the alpha-particle by Jackson et al. [3], and 

Borysowicz and Riska[4]. In particular for the a

particle, the pion exchange charge operator brought the 

secondary maximum of the form factor closer to 

experiment, and reduced the need for strong two-body 

correlations in the wave function [2]. 

Earlier the elastic charge form factor has been 

analyzed in this model with neglect of MEC [5]. 

In general, meson exchange currents (MEC) have been 

found to have an important effect on the elastic charge 

form factor of the lightest (Aa4) nuclei. However, 

studies of the larger doubly-closed-shell nuclei of 16o 

and 40ca by Radomski and Riska[6] have found meson 

4 

exchange currents to amount to only a minor correction in 

the impulse approximation form factor. The conclusion was 

drawn that pion exchange currents were only important for 

the charge form factors of the lightest nuclei. 

It is of considerable interest then to find the 

effect of MEC on the 6Li nucleus as an intermediate size 

nucleus and the first of the stable p-shell nuclei, 1n 

order to round out the picture. 
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From the foregoing, it is clear that the pure 

harmonic-oscillator shell model does not completely 

explain the avaialable date concerning the 6Li nucleus, 

although several attempts are worthy of mention. See, 

for example Elton [7] and Lodhi [8], in which an LS 

coupling model with an admixture of configurations with 

excitation energy of 2hw and 2hw, 4hw, respectively, were 

used. Other fits to the data were attempted by Wong [9], 

using wave functions which deviate slightly from the pure 

LS coupling, but which unfortunately give too large a 

quadrupole moment. 

In order to provide a much closer corresponde ~ to 

experimental data, short-range correlation is invoked 

here, as well as meson exchange effects. Finally, the 

combined effects of the two are investigated. 

In Chapter II, we outline the theoretical development 

of electron scattering and the form factor, starting with 

the simplest nucleus and extending to general nuclei. 

Chapter III describes how meson degrees are incorporated 

into the analysis, and Chapter IV details the model used 

for 6Li in this work. The charge form factor for 

elastic scattering from this nucleus is calculated both 

with MEC effects, and without, and the effect of nucleon 

correlations is investigated as well. 



CHAPTER II 

ELECTRON SCATTERING FROM NUCLEI 

Soon after Dirac gave the correct description of 

relativistic electrons, 

(iy pv + m)~=O , (5) v 

the Dirac equation was applied by Mott to derive the 

cross-section of relativistic scattering from point 

charges[10], 

2 2 2 
(da/dQ)mXt=a /4E cos ~/2 

sin 9/2 
1 2. 

1+(2E/m)sin 9/2 

( 6 ) 

This cross-section may be derived from a field-

theoretic standpoint by considering the second-order 

graph of Diagram 1, 

1 elect ron scattering from a point charge Diagram 

with the Lagrangian density, 

&L=J·A==e 0 ~y"~ A"= -&H 1 , (7) 

6 



where y are the Dirac matrices, ' are the fermion 

fields, and Av is the vector potential.Evaluation 

of the graph amounts to insertion into equation (3) 

and gives rise to the Mott formula. 

At high momentum transfers (q2>1fm- 2 ), the 

experimental (e,p) cross-section shows deviation from 

that of a point charge, indicating that some extended 

structure must be attributed to the proton, or more 

generally, to the nucleus. It is this deviation which 

gives rise to the natural definition of the form factor 

2 2 2 F(q )= (da/dQ )~ /(da/dQ )MXt (8) 

for elastic scattering of electrons from a charge 

distribution. 

The non-trivial implication that the ratio on the 

right-hand side of (8) can be expressed as a function of 

squared momentum transfer only, can be established by 

invariance arguments [11]. 

From the first Born approximation, the form factor 

can be related to the Fourier transform of the charge 

distribution, 

7 
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The same result can be derived more rigorously by 

considering the scattering process of Diagram 2, where 

nucleon vertex is replaced by a blob, signifying that a 

charge structure has been given to the nucleon by 

"turning on" the strong nuclear interactions. 

Diagram 2 Scattering from an extended structure 

This is equivalent to making the replacement in the 

vertex function of 

y" --> r"(q) • (10) 

The form of r" is restricted by symmetry arguments to two 

2 arbitrary functions of the squared momentum transfer q 



When the graph is evaluated with the vertex function of 

equation 11, it is clear that the angular dependence is 

the same as that of a point charge, and cancels out the 

ratio of equation (8). This leads to the Rosenbluth 

formula [12]: 

da/dQ 2 
= daM/dQ {F1 

+ (q2/4M2 )[2(F1+F 2 ) 2 tan 29/2 

( 12) 

2 + F 2 ] } • 

In this formula, M is the mass of the scattering 

target, and 9 is the angle of scattering. 

Analysis of the experiments is somewhat simpler in 

terms of the form factors, 

2 GE - F1+(t/4M )F 2 

GM - F1 +F 2 . (13) 

GE(q 2 ) and GM(q 2 ) are the charge and magnetic form 

factors, respectively. By comparison with the Born 

approximation, it is readily apparant that they are also 

the fourier transforms of the charge and magnetization 

densities respectively. 

The extension to more complex nuclei is 

straightforward in the impulse approximation, in which 

the nuclear e-m current density is considered to be the 

sum of the individual currents of each nucleon: 

9 
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p0 P(r)=E (1+y3 ) ~(r-r.) , 
2 1 

where fi is the charge density operator and 

p(r)=<tlfi(r)lt> . (14) 

In equation (14), tis the nucleon Schroedinger wave 

function. The effects of MEC will show up as two-body 

corrections to the Impulse approximation. In terms of 

the two-body charge density, n(1,2), 

Where the delta-function arises from conservation of 

momentum. 



CHAPTER III 

MESON EXCHANGE 

The existence of the meson was first hypothesized by 

Yukawa in 1947. In order to explain the strong nuclear 

force, he put forward the exchange of virtual mesons to 

create the Yukawa potential 

V=V
0
exp(-vr)/vr (17) 

His hypothesis was later confirmed by the discovery of 

the pion and is now a solid fixture in nuclear theory. 

The importance of MEC is made clear by its success in 

explaining large contributions to orbital g-factors, 

which could not be accounted for without consideration of 

exchange currents; exchange currents are essential to the 

sum-rule formulation of photodisintigration; as well as 

the success of phenomenological meson-theoretic potential 

of Hamada and Johnson in giving the deuteron wave 

function. 

The incorporation of the meson into the nucleus is 

complicated by the fact that the mesons must be described 

by relativistic mechanics, which must be melded with the 

non-relativistic wave-function description of the 

nucleons. This is accomplished in the s-matrix [13], or 

scattering, approach by the use of field theory to 

describe the mesons, and, when a suitable interaction 

11 
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Lagrangian is chosen, to express their effect on any 

particular interaction as perturbative corrections to the 

purely nucleonic interaction or operator. In this manner 

the meson field operators act is such a way as to produce 

effective operators in the model space of the nucleon 

basis states. 

The approach is especially suited to the impulse 

approximation of equation (14), in which the nucleon is 

considered to be momentarily a free particle for the 

purpose of interaction. In this approach, however, care 

must be taken to avoid double-counting. That is, an 

empirically determined wave function might already 

contain implicit information about the meson effects. 

The problem is solved in principle by using a wave 

function empirically valid in the regime where MEC is 

known to have little or no effect (e.g., at low momentum 

transfer), and ascribing the high-momentum effects to 

MEC. 

The first-order graphs which contribute to the charge 

form factor are shown in Diagram 3 and the second-order 

graphs in Diagram 4. The contribution of the second 

order was shown by Gari and Hyuga [14] to completely 

cancel each other. Although there is some disagreement 

as to whether this complete cancellation is spurious,[l5] 

there is general acceptance that the combined effects are 

relatively small and can be safely ignored. 
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Diagram 3. First-order pion exchange currents 

rr 
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Diagram 4 Second-order pion exchange currents 

Of the first-order graphs, the dominant contribution 

comes from the pair current of 3a, while graph 3c was 

shown by Kloet and TJon [2] to have zero effect, and the 

remaining "seagull" graph to contribute only a few 

percent. Thus, the effect of MEC for charge scattering 

can be in large part explained by consideration only of 

the pair current. 

The interaction Lagrangian coupling the pion(n) and 

nucleon (~) field may be taken to be 

( 1 7 ) 
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The pair current diagram was first evaluated by Kloet and 

Tjon. By writing the nucleon em current operator in the 

usual form, 

and taking the non-relativistic limit, they arrived at 

the two-body charge density 

X ( 19) 

The contribution to the form factor is found by 

insertion into equation (15), and can be simplified 

somewhat by performing the k-space integrals at once. 

(20A) 
It was shown by Radomski and Riska that for closed-

shell nuclei only the exchange integrals contribute, and 

they found the slightly simpler form, 

(20B) 

For 6Li, it turns out that only the exchange part 

contributes to the s-shell terms and the p-s cross-terms, 

but is not the case with the p-shell terms. Equation 

(20a) is not in general applicable. However, without loss 

in generality, we can take q parallel to the z-axis in 



which case the equation still holds. In general, 

equation 20b is to be preferred as more precise. 

15 



CHAPTER IV 

THE NUCLEAR WAVE FUNCTION 

The wave function for 6Li is chosen to be consistent 

with the known properties: 

L=O 

S=l ( 21) 

T=O, 

for the ground state. The basis for our description of 

the nucleus is the independent particle shell model with 

the above quantum numbers. We choose harmonic oscillator 

type wave functions with phenomenological oscillator 

parameters: 

-2 ap=.467 fm , (22) 

for the s-shell and p-shell nucleons respectively. The 

choice of separate oscillator parameters simulates to 

some extent the cluster model. In fact, the wave-

function coincides with the cluster model for the ground 

state if proper care is taken with regard to the center 

of mass. 

In order to establish the notation used elsewhere 1n 

16 



the analysis, the wave functions are written explicitly 

in various forms below. 

Rs(r) = Ns 2 exp(1/2a2r 2 ) 

R (r) = N 2 r 2 exp(1/2~2 r 2 ) p p 
0 

' = fi Rs(r 5 )Rp(r 6 )Xs (1 x 1)00 (a~+~a)(nv-vn)/2 

( 2 3) 
where 

Xs - (an) 1 (av) 2 (~n) 3 (~v) 4 
(i x j)lm ~.E (imi j m.llm) lim.> ljm.>. 

1 J 1 J 

( 2 4) 

If A{ } is the antisymmetrization operator then 

0 
'sm = A {' } • ( 2 5) 

When taking the matrix elements of one-body 

17 

operators, it is convenient to make the transformation to 

dimensionless coordinates 

r ---> ar or r ---> ~r . ( 26) 

With this transformation we have (for a general function f) 

<f(r)>s ---> <f(r/a)>. (27) 

by which we mean explicitly, 
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The denominator is 1/2 In and tends to cancel out at 

the end of the calculations. In such cases its explicit 

presentation will be repressed in the interests of 

simplicity. The notation to be established is then 

<f)s = I exp(-r 2 )f(r/a) d 3 r 

<f>p- 2/3 I r 2exp(r 2 )f(r/a) d 3 r (29) 

with the factor 2/3 appearing for normalization. 

In order to make the wave function more realistic at 

small internucleon separation, a Jastrow-type correlation 

[16] is applied. This is accomplished by multiplying the 

overall shell model wave function by a correlation factor 

g = a 
i<j 

which must 

g --> 

g --> 

g(r.r.) 
1 J 

satisfy 

0 as 

1 as 

( 30) 

the boundary conditions, 

r.-r. --> 0 
l. J 

r. -r. --> co ( 31) 
l. J 

By ensuring that the wave function is zero when ri = r . ' J 

this simulates the strong repulsion between nucleons at 

very small separations. 

g .. = 1-j (kr .. ) 
1] 0 1] 

we choose g .. to be of the form, 
l.J 

( 3 2) 

where k= 2.1 fm- 1 has been predetermined by ref [17]. 
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Now keeping within the model space of the independent 

particle shell model, we treat the correlation as an 

operator and write 

<~clfl~c> = <g~sMiflg~sM> 

* = <~sMig fgl~sM> 

= <~sMI f(1-21:j 0 (krij )+ •••• )I ~sM> 

( 3 3) 

In keeping with the first-order nature of our treatment, 

* we treat g fg as an effective operator and drop all terms 

involving more than two bodies: 

<f> w <f
0

> - <fc> 

f = 21:j (kr .. )f (34) c 0 1) 0 

The matrix elements of two-body operators are handled 

in a similar manner: 

<Ef(ij)> = <Ef (ij)> + <Ef (ij)j (kr .. )>. (35) 
0 0 0 1] 

When finding the matrix elements of two-body operators, 

it is often convenient to transform to relative and 

center-of-mass coordinates on the wave function. This is 

done formally by use of the Moschinski transformation, 

Rn1ll(r1)Rn212(r2)(llxl2)LM 

= 1: M ( nn' 11 ' ; n 1 n 211 12 ) Rn 1 ( r ) Rn, 1 , ( R) ( 1 x 1 ' ) LM 

( 3 6) 
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where M is the standard Moschinski coefficient and the 

summation is over all the indices introduced on the 

right-hand side. When dealing with a simple product of 

spherical harmonics, a further recombination is necessary 

to get the left-hand side into terms of (1 x 1'). For 

these reasons, the formal Moschinski transformation of 

equation 36 is not practical unless one is dealing with a 

nucleus with a very high degree of symmetry, as, for 

example, the doubly-closed-shell nuclei. 

Instead, the transformations are carried out on a 

case-by-case basis for each individual pair product that 

arises, and the algebra can be defined recursively, 

making it ideal for computer analysis. The algorithm and 

program are presented elsewhere. For the sake of 

analysis, the wave function is written as a linear 

combination of 6 totally antisymmetric functions. 

<fll - A{Xs( lcxn) 5 (-l~v) 6 } 

<fl2 - A{Xs( l~n) 5 (-lcxv) 6 } 

<fl3 = A{Xs(-lcxn) 5 ( l~v) 6 } 

<fl4 = A{Xs(-l~n) 5 ( 1 CX\)) 6 } 

<fls = A{Xs( Ocxv) 5 ( O~n) 6 } 

<fl6 = A{Xs( O~v) 5 ( Ocxn) 6 } 

<flo= [cfll+<fl2+<fl3+<fl4+<fls+<fl6l/~ 6 

( 3 7) 



CHAPTER V 

CHARGE FORM FACTOR 

Correlated Form Factor 

The contribution due to correlation to the form 

factor is the expectation value, 

The sums can be broken into two main categories: first, 

when n is different from both i and j, and second, when n 

is equal to either i or to j. For the former case, the 

integrals can be separated into products of integrals 

<j (kr .. )><exp(iq·rn)> . (39) 
0 ~J 

The first <> behaves like a small renormalization-

type term, which gives only a small part of the 

contribution. The bulk of the contribution arises from 

the latter case, which can be written as 

<j (kr .. )exp(iq·r. )> . (40) 
0 ~J ~ 

The various integrals are most easily expressed in 

dimensionless coordinates s = ar and p = ~r, and the 

spherically symmetric densities 

2 p =exp(-s ) s 
2 2 p =2/3 p exp(-p ) . p 

21 

( 41) 
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When each of i,j, and n refer to p-shell coordinates, it 

is convenient to make the dimensionless transformation 

r=a/~2(r 1 -r 2 ) R=a/~2(r 1 +r 2 ), (42) 

in which the p-shell density becomes 

Ppp = 1/3(r
2

-R
2

) 2exp(-(r 2+R 2 )). (43) 

Using these densities, the matrix element of a general 

function f becomes 

<f(r)> = 4/~n I P(t/a)t2dt. (44) 

Now, the fact that equations (43) and (44) have no 

angular terms allows us to make the immediate replacement 

j
0

(krss)exp(iq·rs) --> 

j
0

(krpp)exp(iq·rp) --> 

jo(krl)jo(kr2)jo(qrl) 

j (kr~2/a)j (qr/~2a)j (qR/~2~), 
0 0 0 

( 45) 

as the angular integration restricts the spherical 

expansion of these terms to the first (1=0) term. 

The case of j (kr ) is handled by first noting that o sp 

shows that there is also no angular part in the s-p 

density, 
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where the one-body densities P and P are established 
s p 

from, for example, equation (29). we can thus make the 

replacement, 

j 0 (krsp)exp(iq·rs) --> j
0

(krs)j
0

(krp)j
0

(qrs) 
. 

j 0 (krsp)exp(iq·rp) --> j
0

(krs)j
0

(krp)j
0

(qrp). (48) 

The equations (45) and (48) give the expansion of all 

terms that are described by equation (40). For terms 

that are described by equation (39), it sufficient to 

make the replacement 

j (kr .. ) 
0 lJ 

i,j,n all different, ( 49) 

and use the one-body densities described by equation 

( 29). 

In evaluating the form factor of equation (38), it 

remains to delineate which of the cases of (48), (49), 

and (45) arise for each of the possible values of i, j, 

and n which arise in the sums in (38). For the 

following, let i<=4 refer to s-state and i=5 or 6 refer 

to p-shell. The sum can then be subdivided further into 

the categories of n refering to s-shell or p-shell 

coordinates. 

Suppose first, n refers to s-shell (say, n=4). Then 
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Fs=3<jo(krs)><jo(krs,)><jo(qrs)> (ij=12,13,23 ) 

+6<j 0 (krs)><j 0 (krp)><j
0

(qr)> ( 15,25,35,16,26,36) 

+ <j 0 (krp)><j
0

(krp)><j
0

(qr)> ( 56 ) 

+3<jo(krs)><jo(krs)jo(qrs)> 

+2<j 0 (krp)><j
0

(krs)j
0

(qrs)> ( 

(50) 

14,24,34 

45,46 

Next, suppose n refers to the p-shell (say, n=5). 

Then 

Fp=6<j 0 (krs)><j
0

(krs,)><j
0

(qrp)> (ij=12,13,23,14,24,34) 

+4<j
0

(kr )><j (kr )><j (qr)> ( 16,26,36,46 ) s 0 p 0 

+4<j (kr )><j (kr )j (qr )> ( 15,25,35,45 ) 
0 s 0 p 0 p 

) 

) . 

+<j 0 (krv2/~)j 0 (qr/v2~)j 0 (qR/v2~)>( 56 ). 

(51) 

Because there are four choices for n=(1,2,3,4) and 

two choices for n=(5,6), Fs is weighted by a factor of 

2/3 and Fp by 1/3. Introducing the more compact notation 

jos - <jo(krs)> 

jop - <j (kr )> 
0 p 

Fs - <jo(qrs)> 

F - <jo(qrp)> p 

Fss - <jo(qrs)jo(krs)> 

Fps - <j (qr )j (kr )> 
0 p 0 p 

Fpp - <j (krv2/~)j (qr/v2~)j 0 (qR/12~)> 0 0 
I ( 52) 



and collecting coefficients, the total form-factor for 

the correlated wave function can now be written as 

2 F(q ) = 2/3(1-6j -12j j -2j 2 )F (q 2 ) OS OS op op S 

+ l/2(1-12j 2-8j j )F (q 2 ) OS OS Op p 

-( 4 jos+8/ 3 jop)Fss 

- 8/3j 0 sFps-2/3Fpp" (53) 

where the functions of (52) are given explicitly in the 

appendix. 

Meson Contribution To Form Factor 

The contribution of meson exchange was found in 

Chapter III to be determined by the matrix element in 

equation 19, 

(54) 

When the Moschinski-type transformation is made, the 

exponential transforms to sums of terms like 

over all values of nand n'. 

25 

The spin, isospin, and angular momentum parts of the 

matrix element 



are evaluated by computer between the totally 

antisymmetric transformed wave functions. This gives 

rise to three polynomials, 

Fss = -4 

Fps = -(R
2
-r

2
) Fpp = 3/2(R2-r 2 ) 2 

I (57) 

and restricts the sum to n=l, n'= 0 only. All that is 

26 

left to the bracket (61) are the radial integrations of r 

and R. 

Fxch = EY <Y(v/2/ar)jn(q/2/a r) jn,(q/2/a R) 

F (r,R)> (58) 
y 

Now by judicious integrations by parts, these 

integrals can be expressed in terms of the more 

fundamental integrals 

I 2 = I Y(vr) j 2 (qr)exp(-a 2 r 2 ) dr 

etc., (59) 

thus paralleling the results of reference 15, who expressed 

the form factor in terms of 1 0 and 1 2 . However, with the 

presence of three different oscillator parameters: as, 

ap' and asp' there are actually six such fundamental 

integrals, which in this case represent no numerical or 

analytical advantage to the six integrals represented in 
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equations (57) and (58). It is worth noting, however, 

that the <Y(r) j 1 (qr)> terms behave very roughly as l;q2 

2 
for large q essentially constant in comparison the 

exponentials in q2 . The form factor thus behaves 

asymptotically as exp[-q2;2a2 1 for large q, as opposed to 

exp[-q2;4a2 1 from the shell model. This also confirms 

the results of the reference cited above. 

The inclusion of correlation with the meson exchange 

is accomplished, in accordance with the prescription of 

equation (35), by inserting j
0

(krij) into equation (58), 

and perform the indicated numerical integration. If this 

result is called F , then the complete form factor is cmes 

F is generally on the order of one third of Fmes or cmes 

less and tends to cancel the meson contribution somewhat. 

This is a welcome result in the sense that it alleviates 

the previously mentioned problem of double-counting. 



CHAPTER VI 

RESULTS 

The one-body charge density of 6Li is displayed in 

Diagram 5. This density is defined by the relation, 

(for a general function f(r)), 

which is equivalent to integrating the nuclear wave 

function over all coordinates except 1. In Diagram 5 are 

shown the densities for both the s-shell and the p-shell, 

and for correlated and uncorrelated wave functions. The 

uncorrelated s-shell density is maximum at r equal zero, 

while the correlated s-shell is depressed slightly from 

the uncorrelated at the origin. Both the correlated and 

the uncorrelated p-shell densities peak around 2.3 fm, 

the correlated peaking to a slightly higher value. The 

correlated and uncorrelated densities are asymptotically 

equal. 

The two-body densities, defined by the relation, 

for a general function f of the separation distance r, are 

shown in Diagrams 6 and 7 for the uncorrelated and 

correlated densities, respectively. In each, the upper 

curve corresonds to the s-shell density, the middle curve 
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to the s-p density, and the lower curve to the p-shell. 

The uncorrelated density is maximum when the separation 

is zero, while the correlated densities are zero at small 

internucleon separations and peak at a separation of 

about 1.9 fm. The correlated densities give a value of 

rms radius which is close to the accepted value of 2.54 

fm. 

The calculated form-factors are shown in Diagram 8. The 

effect of the correlation alone is clearly demonstrated 

2 -2 by the appearance of the first minimum at q = 7 fm , 

which cannot be reproduced by the pure shell model. The 

MEC without correlation exibits a similar effect, 

reproducing the minimum in a qualitative way but not 

quite in agreement with data. When both MEC and 

correlation are invoked, the effects are not completely 

additive, as some cancellation takes place. This curve 

appears to have the best agreement with data. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSIONS 

The elastic charge form factor for 6Li has been 

evaluated and presented in Diagram 5. The pure harmonic

oscillator shell-model wave-function does not produce any 

diffraction minimum as expected. It falls off much more 

rapidly as the momentum transfer increases than the 

experimental data [18]. The steepness is removed by 

invoking either SRC or MEC or both. 

The first minimum and second maximum is produced by 

the inclusion of MEC even without SRC, indicating the 

large effect of MEC at this intermediate momentum 

transfer. A similar effect is observed by invoking SRC 

without MEC. Invoking both SRC and MEC gives a slightly 

improved agreement to the data in this range. 

Unfortunately, observed data for the 6Li form factor 

2 is not available for large momentum transfer beyond q w 

13 fm- 2 . It is also possible that in this region of 

large momentum transfer, other effects may dominate. 

From this analysis, we conclude that the nuclear 

structure assumed in Chapter IV, however ad hoc it may 

be, is a reasonable one. We also note that the 

contribution of MEC to the charge form factor of 6Li is 

2 [5,13] fm -2 
clearly significant in the range q £ . 

Other work needs to be done in order to complete the 
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description of the 6Li nucleus. In particular, tensor 

correlation can be added, and the magnetic form-factor 

should be calculated. Other computations are the total 

photo-disintegration cross-section, root-mean-square 

radius, and quadrupole moment, with the effect of MEC on 

each. 

Finally, data must be taken at large q in order to 

conclusively check the accuracy of these results. 
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APPENDIX A: TRANSFORMATION 

OF WAVE FUNCTIONS 

The computer program was written to take any set of 

single-particle harmonic oscillator wave functions, 

construct a given nuclear wave function, and find the 

matrix element between any combination of spin, isospin, 

and angular momentum operators between combinations of 

totally antisymmetric states. All results are kept in 

the form of (integer)/(integer)l(integer), so that there 

are zero round-off errors. The only limitations are of 

speed and memory size. Since all the present analysis 

was done on an IBM PC, it is appearant that these 

limitations are not too severe for small-A nuclei. 

The program was written with such flexibility in 

mind, since more complicated problems can now be attacked 

without any appreciable increase in the algebra. 

In defining the algorithm, the following conventions 

are in use. 

R 
1
(r.) (61) 

n 1 

is the polynomial of degree n orthogonal with respect to 

the weighting function 

,r £ [O,oo]. (62) 

When necessary to indicate explicitely the dependent 
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variable in the spherical harmonic 11m>, this is done as 

llm(i)>, where i refers to the ith coordinate set. 

Since the transformation is always a recombination of 

angular momentum, factors of 1jl4n always cancel out. 

They are thus ignored by the program. (for each 

additional Ylm there is an additional factor of (4n)-11 2 . 

However, when this Ylm arises from a spherical expansion, 

it often cancels out anyway). With these conventions in 

use, all numbers within the space of the program can be 

expressed as 

x=a/b/c , a b c integers . ( 6 3) 

By keeping the analysis in terms of integers, all round-

off is eliminated. Further definitions: 

(ixj)LM = (imjm'ILM) lim>ljm'> (summation 

implied), (64) 
1/2 

Ylm = £ [(21+1)/4n (1-m)!/(l+m)!] x 

Pml(e) eim' Rnl = Eairi 

Rn+1= (an+bnr1
2

)Rri+cnRn-1 

a = [ 1/( 4n+21+3) ] /( 2n+21+3) bn = 
n 

1/[2(2n+21+3)] c = -2n/(2n+21+3) 
n 

When the thematic transformation 

r=(r 1-r 2 );/2 

is made, then 

( 6 5) 
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2 2 2 2 2 
r 1 = (r +R +2ruR) = r +R +~3/2n (1x1)

00 
rR . (66) 

A recursion exists among the (jxj)
001 

(1x1)(jxj) = aj(j-1 x j-1) + ~j(j+1 x j+1) ex. = 
J 

2j/~(4j 2 -1) ~· = 2(j+1)/(2j+3) ~[(2j+3)/(2j+1)] (67) 
J 

This allows us to write Rn1 (r 1 ) in terms of r 1 Rand 
(jxj). 

Rn = 1: ( j x j ) f . ( r 1 R ) 1 ( 6 8 ) 
n 1 J 

f 1 . =(a +b (r 2+R2 ))f . 
n+ ,J n n n,J 

+ r Rb ( a . f . 1 + ~ . f . 1 ) . n J n 1 J- J n 1 J+ 

This recursion is handled by the procedure named recurse. 

To take the product of Rn(r 1 )Rn 1 (r 2 ) 1 it is necessary to 

simply continue to apply the recursion (68). This yields 

( 69) 

Clebsch Gordon coefficients are created as follows: 

if the operator 

L+L- = (1 1++1 2+)(11 _+1 2_) 

l+llm> = ~(l-+m)(l+m+1) llm+1> = d+(lm)llm+1> (70) 

is applied to both sides of the identity 

I LM> = ( lml 1 m 1 1 LM) 11m> 11 1 m 1 > 1 ( 71) 

yielding 



d+(LM-1)d_(LM)(lml'm' ILM) llm>ll'm'> = 

{ [ d+(lm-1)d_(lm)+d+(lm'-1)d_(lm') Jllm>ll'm'> 

+d+(lm)d_(lm') llm+1>1l'm'-1> 

+d_(lm)d+(lm') llm-1>1l'm'+1> } 

( lml 'm' I LM) , ( 7 2 ) 

then the coefficients of llm>ll'm'> can be equated 

(d+(LM-1)d_(LM)(lml'm' ILM) = 
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[d+(lm-1)d_(lm) + d+(lm'-1)d+(lm')](lml'm' ILM) 

+d+(lm-1)d_(lm'+l)(lm+1l'm'-11LM) 

+d_(lm+1)d+(lm'-l)(lm-ll'm'+liLM) , 

( 7 3 ) 

yielding a row-by-row recursion for (lml'm' ILM): 

( lml 'm' I LM) [ ( d ( LM-1 ) d ( LM) + -

-d+(lm-l)d (lm)+d (lm'-l)d (lm')] - + + 

= d+(lm-l)d_(lm'+l)(lm+ll'm'-liLM) 

+d_(lm+1)d+(lm'-l)(lm-ll'm'+liLM) , 

( 7 4 ) 

which, along with the normalization condition, 

1: I (lml'm' ILM) 1
2 

= 1 (75) 
m 

completely determines a row in the Clebsch-Gordon table. 

This operation is handled by the Pascall procedure crow. 



The CG coefficients are stored in an array called "cl" 

and, along with a hash-table named 'add', are saved on 

disk by the program CGSAVE. The coefficients are 

accessed by the routine cg(n,l,mn,ml,j,mj;c:number) . 

The matrix element of three spherical harmonics is 

found from 

<jmjlnmnllm1 > = 
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(n,mn,l,mllj,mj)(n 1 0 Olj 0)[(21+1)(2n+l)/(2j+1)] 1/ 2 . 

( 7 6) 

This procedure is handled by the procedure 

trimat(n,mn,l,ml,j,mj:integer;var c:number). 

In a similar manner the product of four spherical 

harmonics is done by the procedure fred. 

Now by direct calculation it can be shown that 

Then r 1
1 11m> can be obtained by repeated application 

of the lowering operator L • . 

where, of course, c can be found from a recursion 

relationship (see procedure yyjk). 

The transformation of r 2
1 ' jl'm'> is exatly the same 

except for r --> -r. We thus have 
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1 1' r 1 r 2 llm>ll'm'> 

k 1+1'-k 
- Ekr R 

- EkrkRl+l'-k 

{EP ck-p,mcp,m' (1-p x 1-k-p)(p x 1-p)} 

Qk(er,eR) (79) 

where the angular polynomial inside the curly brackets is 

collected and renamed Qk . By taking the product of this 

and equation (69), the transformation is essentially 

complete as every quantity on the right-hand side is in 

terms of r and R. 

It is more convenient to express f as 

f = E fjmLMijm(r)>ILM(R)> . (81) 

The polynomial r is found for each L,M and j by inverting 

equation (81), 

The <> on the right-hand side is easily evaluated using 

Clebsch-Gordon coefficients (see procedure yyjk in the 

program TFORM). 

The program TFORM finds the polynomial f for all 

possible values of L,M,j and saves the result on a disk 

file. (The name of the disk file is completely arbitrary; 
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it is necessary only to name the files in a consistent 

manner in both the programs TFORM, and LITH. A new file 

must be used for each combination of 1,1' ,m, and m' to be 

used. This is accomplished by the program namecr.) 

It remains to find the matrix element of a two-body 

operator, using a linear combination of antisymmetrized 

wave functions. This is done in a straightforward manner 

using the antisymmetry theorems, 

<~IEf. ·I~> -E .. <cf>.cf>.lf. ·lcf>.cf>.-cf>.cf>.> (83) 
1] 1] 1 J 1] 1 J J 1 

<~IEf. ·I~'> -E. <cf>.cf>.lf. ·lcf>.cf>.-cf>.cf>.> (84) 
1] 1 1 J 1] 1 J J 1 

<~IEf. ·I~''>- <cf>.cf>.lf. ·lcf>.cf>.-cf>.cf>.> (85) 
1] 1 J 1] 1 J J 1 

where ~ is the product of single-particle wave functions 

cf>i1 ~' differs from~ only by the jth element, and~~~ 

differs from~ only by the ith and jth elements. 

Finally, if ~ is the sum of ~. 1 then 
1 

<f> = E <~·lfl~·> + E~.lfl~·> I (86) 
1 1 1 J 

where every term in the second sum falls into the 

category of either 84 or 85. It was for this purpose 

that the wave function for Lithium 6 was written in the 

form of equation 37. 



APPENDEX B: INTEGRALS 

In every integral in this page, the integrals are 

reduced to the form 

2 2 I r exp(-r )dr, 

where this factor cancels with the normalization for 

expectation values. Explicit representation of this 

term has been suppressed in order to save space. 

I r 2 j (kr)exp(-r 2 )dr = I r sin(kr)/k exp(-r 2 ) dr (Bl) 
0 

=1/2 Io exp(-r 2+ikr)-exp(-r
2
-ikr) dr 

=1/2 I exp(-(r 2-ikr)) dr = 1/2J exp(-r
2
-k

2
/4)dr 

-CO 

=2exp(-k 2;4)I
0 

r 2exp(-r
2

)dr 

thus j
05 

= exp(-k 2;4a2 ) 

thus 

Fs = exp(-q
2
;4a

2
). 

I r 4 j (kr)exp(-r 2 )dr = 1/k I r
3
sin(kr)dr (B2) 

0 

= 

-

= 

jop = 

F = p 

-1/k(d/dk) 2 I r sin(kr) 
2 exp(-r )dr 

-1/k d 2 k kexp(-k
2
/4) 

[3/2 - k
2
/4] 

2 exp(-k /4) 

(1-k 2;6a
2

) 
2 2 

exp(-k /4t3 ) 

(1-q2/6t32) 2 2 
exp(-q /4t3 ) 

= -1/k (d/dk) 4 [kexp(-k
2
/4)] 

= -(15/4-5/4k 2+k 4;16)exp(-k
2
/4) 

( B 3) 
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Ir 2 j
0

(kr)j
0

(qr)exp(-r 2 ) dr 

- 1/qk Isin(qr)sin(kr)exp(-r 2 )dr 

= 1/2qk I [cos(q-k)r - cos(q+k)r]exp(-r 2 ) dr 

= [exp(-(q-k) 2/4) -exp(-(q+k) 2/4)]/2qk 

thus Fss =[exp(-(q-k) 2/4a
2 ) -exp(-(q+k) 2/4a2 ) ]a2;2qk. 

(B4) 

I r 4 j
0

(kr)j
0

(qr)exp(-r 2 ) dr 

= 1/k (d/dk) 2 ki r 2 j (kr)j (qr)exp(-r 2 ) dr 
0 0 

= [F2(q-k)-F2(q+k)]/2qk I 

where F2 (x) = 1/2(x2;2-1)exp(-x2;4) . 

(BS) 

thus Fsp = 

{1/2((q-k) 2;2a2-l)exp(-(q-k) 2;4a
2 ) 

-1/2((q+k) 2;2a2-l)exp(-(q+k) 2;4a2 )}a2;3qk . 

I r 6 j (kr)j (qr)exp(-r 2 ) dr 
0 0 

where 

(B6) 

th I ( 2 2)2 ... 
us Fpp = R -r ] 0 ] 0 ] 0 

= 1/3{(F
3

(x)-F 3 (y)) -2(3/2-q2;aa2 )(F2 (x)-F 2 (y)) 

+(-15/4+5/8q2;a2-q 4;64a2 )(F1 (x)-F1 (y))}exp(-q
2
/Bb

2
), 

where 

x - (q/12-k/2)/a y = (qjl2+kl2)/f3 



APPENDIX C: PROGRAM LISTINGS 

The three main programs are CGSVE, which generates a 

table of Clebsch-Gordon coefficients and saves them on 

disk, TFORM, which transforms a product of single

particle harmonic-oscillator wave functions to relative 

and center-of-mass coordinates, and saves the transformed 

functions, and LITH, which finds the matrix element of 

functions of r, spin, and isospin in the center-of-mass 

system. 

Each of these makes use of the "include'' programs 

INTEGER, which handles the arithmetic, and CLEBSCH, which 

handles the angular momentum algebra. 

The additional programs, CLEBDEMO and TRIMAT, serve as 

useful utilities and also to verify the accuracy of the 

analysis. 
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PROGRAM LISTING: CLEBDEMO 

{$I integer} 

{$I clebsch} 

var n,l,j,mn,ml,mj:integer; 

dc:number; c:cleb; 

begin;clinit; 

writeln('testing clebschroutine'); 

writeln('to quit, set n>100'); 

writeln('input n,l,mn,ml,j,mj '); 

writeln('output is "<n,l,mn,mllj,mj> "'); 

n:=O;while n<lOO do begin write('<'); 

read(n,l,mn,ml,j ,mj); writeln( '>'); 

cg(n,l,mn,ml,j,mj,dc);wn(dc);writeln; 

end;end. 

PROGRAM LISTING TRIMAT 

{$I integer} 

{$I clebsch} 

var n,l,j,ml,mn,mj:integer;c:number; 

begin 

clinit; 

writeln('expectation values of <j,mjln,mnll,ml>'); 

writeln('input 1 ml n mn j mj'); 

repeat read(n,mn,l,ml,j,mj);trimat(n,mn,l,ml,j,mj,c); 

writeln;wn(c);writeln;until l=O;end. 

PROGRAM LISTING INTEGER 
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type ntype=real; 

rel = (num,den,rad);bgint- array[0 .. 1] of ntype; 

number= array[rel] of ntype; 

const prime: set of byte = 

so 

[2,3,5,7,11,13,17,19,23,29,31,37,41,43,47,53,59,61, 

67,71,73,79,83,89,91,97,101,103,107,109,113,131,137,141, 

143,149,157,151,161,171,173,179,181,187,191,193,197,199, 

211,227,229,231,237,239,241,247,249,251,253]; 

primes:array[1 .. 59] of byte= 

(2,3,5,7,11,13,17,19,23,29,31,37,41,43,47,53,59,61, 

67,71,73,79,83,89,91,97,101,103,107,109,113,131,137,141, 

143,149,157,151,161,171,173,179,181,187,191,193,197,199, 

211,227,229,231,237,239,241,247,249,251,253); 

var x,y,z,zl:number;i:byte;md:boolean; 

procedure s(var x:number;a,b,c:ntype); 

begin; 

x[num]:=a;x[den]:=b;x[rad]:=c; 

end; 

procedure seq(var x:number;y:number); 

begin; 

x[num]:=y[num];x[den]:=y[den];x[rad]:=y[rad]; 

end; 

procedure reduce(var x:number);var c:real;i:byte; 

begin ; 

i:=1;c:=sqrt(abs((x[rad]))); 

if x[rad]=O then s(x,O,l,l) 
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else begin 

repeat 

while frac(x[rad] /(primes[i]*primes[i])) = 0 do 

begin 

x[rad]:=int(int(x[rad]/primes(i])/primes[i]); 

x[num]:=x[num]*primes[i]; 

end; 

i:=i+l; 

until (primes[i]>c) or (i>58); 

c:=sqrt(abs((x[den])));i:=l; 

repeat 

while (frac(x[num]/primes(i])=O) and 

(frac(x[den]/primes[i]) = 0 ) do 

begin 

x[num]:=int(x[num]/primes(i]); 

x[den]:=int(x[den]/primes[i]); 

end; 

i:=i+l 

until ((primes[i-l]>c)and( i>5)) or (i> 58); 

end; 

end; 

procedure lcd(var x,y,z:ntype); 

begin 

1. ·=l·z·-1· . , . - , 

repeat 

while (frac(xjprimes[i)) = 0) 



and (frac(y/primes(i])=O) and (x*y<>O) do 

begin; 

x:=int(x/primes[i]); 

y:=int(y/primes(i]); 

z:=z*primes[i]; 

end; 

i:=i+l 

until i>58; 

z:=z*x*y; 

end; 

procedure inn(var innum:number); 

begin 

read(innum[num]);write('/'); 

read(innum[den]); 

write(chr(251));read(innum[rad]); 

reduce ( innum); 

end; 

procedure wn(x:number); 

begin 

write(' ',x[num]); 

if x[den]<>l then write('/' ,x[den]); 

if x[rad]<>l then write(chr(251),x[rad]); 

end; 

procedure t(x,y:number;var z:number); 

var a:ntype; 

begin; 
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a:=x[num];x[num]:=y[num];y[num]:=a; 

reduce(x);reduce(y); 

z[num]:=x[num]*y[num]; 

z[den]:=x[den]*y[den];z[rad]:=x[rad]*y[rad]; 

reduce(z); 

end; 

procedure p(x,y:number;var z:number); 

begin; 

if x[num] = 0 then seq(z,y) 

else begin 

end; 

if y[num] = 0 then seq(z,x) 

else begin 

end; 

if x[rad]<>y[rad] then 

begin writeln('radicals differ'); 

halt; end; 

lcd(x[den],y[den],z[den]); 

z[num]:=x[num]*y[den]+x[den]*y[num]; 

z [ r ad] : =x [ r ad] ; 

reduce(z); 

end; 

procedure _m(x,y:number;var z:number); 

begin;y[num]:=-y[num];_p(x,y,z);end; 

procedure _d(x,y:number;var z:number); 

var a:ntype; 
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begin; 

a:=y[num];y[num]:=y[den]; 

y[den]:=a*y[rad];reduce(y); 

t(x,y,z); 

end; 

PROGRAM LISTING: CLEBSCH 

type cleb = array[0 .. 20] of number; 

const mofs:integer =10; 

var mm:integer; 

function dm(j,m:integer):integer;var a:integer; 
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begin a:=(j+m)*(j-m+1);if a<=O then dm:=O else dm:=a;end; 

function dp(j,m:integer):integer;var a:integer; 

begin a:=(j-m)*(j+m+1);if a<=O then dp:=O else dp:=a;end; 

function max(a,b:integer):integer; 

begin if a<b then max:=b else max:=a;end; 

function min(a,b:integer):integer; 

begin if a>b then min:=b else min:=a;end; 

procedure crow(n,l,j,mj:integer;var c:cleb); 

var mn,i1,ml:integer;x,y,z,x1,y1,norm:number; 

begin for i:=O to 20 do s(c[i],0,1,1); 

mm:=-l;if mm<(mj-n) then mm:=mj-n; 

s(c[l+mofs],1,1,1);s(norm,1,1,1); s(c[l+mofs+1],0,1,1); 

for i1:=0 to 1-mm-1 do begin ml:=l-i1; 

mn:=mj-ml;s(x,(dm(j,mj)-dm(l,ml)-dm(n,mn)),1,1); 

s(y,1,1,dp(l,ml)*dm(n,mn));reduce(y); 

s(z,l,l,dm(l,ml)*dp(n,mn));reduce(z); 
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_t(c[ml+mofs],x,xl); 

_d(xl,z,xl); 

_t(c[ml+mofs+l],y,yl);_d(yl,z,yl); 

_m(xl,yl,c[ml+mofs-l]);_t(c[ml+mofs-l],c(ml+mofs-l],x); 

_p(norm,x,norm); 

end; 

s(x,l,norm[den],norm[den]*norm[num]);reduce(x); 

for il:=O to 1-mm do 

_d(c[l-il+mofs],x,c[l-il+mofs]); 

if c[mofs+mm][num] < 0 then 

for i:=O to 20 do c[i][num]:=-c[i][num]; 

end; 

var cl:array[0 .. 2354] of number; 

add:array[0 .. 400] of integer; 

cfile:file;cname:string[14]; 

procedure clinit;begin assign(cfile,'c7x7');reset(cfile); 

blockread(cfile,cl,337);close(cfile);end; 

function cad(n,l,j,mj:integer):integer; 

begin 

cad:=add[n*(6+n*(ll+n*(6+n))) 

div 24+1*(1+1)*(1+2)div 6+j*(j+l)div 2+mj]; 

end; 

procedure cg(n,l,mn,ml,j,mj:integer;var c:number); 

var a,d:integer; 

begin d:=l;s(c,l,l,l); 

if (((mn+ml)<>mj) or (j>n+l) or (j<abs(n-1)) 



or (n<abs(mn)) or (l<abs(ml)) or (j<abs(mj))) 

then s(c,O,l,l) 

else begin 

if n<l then 

begin a:=l;l:=n;n:=a;a:=ml;ml:=mn;rnn:=a; 

if odd(l+n+j) then d:=-d; 

end; 

if l<j then 

begin a:=l;l:=j;j:=a;a:=ml;ml:=-mj;mj:=-a; 

if odd(n+mn) then d:=-d; 

s(c,l,2*j+1,(2*1+1)*(2*j+l)); 

end; 

if n<l then 

begin a:=l;l:=n;n:=a;a:=ml;ml:=mn;mn:=a; 

if odd(l+n+j) then d:=-d; 

end; 

if mj<O then 

begin mj:=-mj;mn:=-mn;ml:=-ml; 

if odd(n+l+j) then d:=-d; 

end; 

c[num]:=d*c[num]; t(c,cl[cad(n,l,j,mj)+ml-l],c); 

end;end; 

procedure trimat(n,mn,l,rnl,j,mj:integer;var c:nurnber); 

var cl,c2:number; 

begin; 
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cg(n,l,mn,ml,j,mj,cl); 

cg(n,l,O,O,j,O,c2);_t(cl,c2,c); 

s(c1,1,(2*j+1),(2*j+l)*(2*1+1)*(2*n+l)); 

reduce(cl); 

t(c,cl,c); 

end; 
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procedure fred(ll,m1,12,m2,13,m3,j,m:integer;var c:number); 

var jl,mjl:integer; 

cl,c2:number; 

begin s(c,O,l,l); 

if m=(ml+m2+m3) then 

begin 

mjl:=ml+m2;s(c,O,l,l); 

for jl:=max(abs(ll-12),abs(j-13)) to rnin(ll+l2,j+l3) do 

if jl>=abs(mjl) then 

end; 

end; 

begin 

trimat(ll,ml,l2,m2,jl,mjl,cl); 

trimat(jl,mj1,13,m3,j,m,c2); 

t(cl,c2,cl); 

if c[num]<>O then p(c,cl,c) else seq(c,cl); 

end; 

procedure 

sres(il,jl,ll,ml,i2,j2,12,m2,j,rl,kl,r2,k2:integer; 

var c:number); 



var lb,gm,m:integer; 

cl,c2,c3:number; 

begin 

s(c,O,l,l); 

if ((kl+k2)=(ml+m2)) 

and (not odd(il+i2+j+rl)) 

and (not odd(jl+j2+j+r2)) 

for lb:=max(-il,ml-jl) to 

for gm:=max(-i2,m2-j2) to 

if abs(kl-lb-gm)<=j then 

then 

min (il,ml+jl) 

min (i2,m2+j2) 

begin m:=kl-lb-gm; 

cg(il,jl,lb,ml-lb,ll,ml,cl); 

cg(i2,j2,gm,m2-gm,l2,m2,c2); 

cg(j,j,m,-m,O,O,c3); 

do 

do 

t(cl,c2,cl); t(cl,c3,cl); 

fred(il,lb,i2,gm,j,m,rl,kl,c2); 

fred(jl,ml-lb,j2,m2-gm,j,-m,r2,k2,c3); 

t(cl,c2,cl); t(cl,c3,cl); 

_p(cl,c,c); 

end; 

end; 

PROGRAM LISTING CGSVE 

{$I integer} 

{$I clebsch} 

{var cl:array[0 .. 2354] of number; 

add:array[0 .. 400] of integer;} 
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function cad1(n,1,j,mj:integer):integer; 

begin cad1:=n*(6+n*(11+n*(6+n)))div 24 

+1*(1+1)*(1+2)div 6+j*(j+1)div 2+mj;end; 

canst 

n :integer - 1; 

1 :integer - 1; 

J :integer - 2; 

mj:integer = 0; 

var c:c1eb;r,adr,gm:integer; 
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var cfi1e:fi1e;cname:string[14]}var c1,c2,c3:string[1]; 

begin;adr:=-1;gm:=O; 

write1n('testing c1ebschroutine'); 

write1n('input n,1,j,mj; n>l '); 

writeln('output is "ml,<n,l,mn,mllj,mj> "for fixed mj'); 

for n:=O to 7 do 

for 1:=(n+1)div 2 to n do 

begin 

for j:=n-1 to 1 do 

begin 

for mj:=O to j do 

begin 

mm:=-1;if mm <mj-n then mm:=mj-n; 

crow(n,1,j,mj,c); 

write1n;write1n(n,' ',1,' ',j,' ',mj); 

for r:=mm to 1 do 

begin 



end. 

end; 

adr:=adr+1;seq(cl[adr],c[r+mofs)); 

write(r);wn(cl[adr]);writeln; 

end; 

gm:=cad1(n,l,j,mj);add[gm):=adr; 

write('testing addresses' ,adr,' ', 

add[cad1(n,l,j,mj)]); 

writeln('gamma=' ,gm); 

end; 

end; 

str(n,c1);str(l,c2);str(j,c3);cname:='c'+c1+'x'+c2; 

write('writing ',cname); 

assign(cfile,cname);rewrite(cfile); 

blockwrite(cfile,cl,337);close(cfile); 

PROGRAM LISTING: LITH 

{$I integer} 

{$I clebsch} 

var wavefile,wavefile2:file of wave; 

qn:array [1 .. 10) of qntyp;q2n:qntyp;g2m:gmtype; 

gm:array[1 .. 10] of gmtype;iend:integer; 

wv,wv1:wave;r,rp,rsp:array[0 .. 16,0 .. 16] of number; 

ypol:pstyp; 

stype:byte; 

procedure pause(a:msg);begin write(a); 

repeat until keypressed;end; 
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function namecr(i,j,k,l,m,n:integer):wavename; 

var p:integer; 

var cl,c2,c3,c4,c5,c6,c7:string[1];w:wavename; 

begin swap:=false; 

if j<m then 

begin swap:=true; 

P ·=l.' .1.· ·=1·1·-p·p·-J·. . ' . , .- , .- , 

J··-m·m·-p·p·-k·k·-n·n·-p· .- , .- ' .- ' .- , .- , 

end; 

str(i,cl);str(j,c2);w:='a:wf'+cl+c2; 

if k>=O then str(k,c3) 

else begin w:=w+'n';str (-k,c3);end; 

str(l,c4);str(m,c5);w:=w+c3+c4+c5; 

if n>=O then str(n,c6) 

else begin 

w:=w+'n';str(-n,c6); 

end; 

namecr:=w+c6; 

end; 

procedure rex(i:integer;var c1:number); 

var j:integer;x:real; 

begin 

X ·-1· . - , 

for j:=l to (i+1) div 2 do x:=x*(2*j+l);s(c1,x,1,1); 

end; 

procedure prod(coeff:number); 



var c,cl :number; 

il,jl,i,j:integer; 

begin 

for i:=O to 8 do 

for j:=O to 8 do 

for il:=O to 8-i do 

for jl:=O to 8-j do 

begin 

if ((wv.psi[i,j][num]<>O) 

and (wvl.psi[i1,j1][num]<>0)) then 

begin 

{ 't 1 (' , , . , , '1, , '1) wr1 e n 1, , ,J, , ,1 , , ,J ; 

wn(wv.psi[i,j]);wn(wvl.psi[i1,j1]);} 

_t(wv.psi[i,j],wv1.psi[i1,j1],c); 

if c[num]<>O then begin 

if swap1 and odd(l1) then c[num]:=-c[num]; 

if swap and odd(l3) then c[num]:=-c[num]; 

t(c,coeff,c); 

if stype=O 

then _p(r[i+i1,j+j1],c,r[i+i1,j+jl]); 

if (stype=2) or (stype=3) 

then _p(rp[i+i1,j+j1],c,rp[i+il,j+j1]); 

if stype=1 

then p(rsp[i+il,j+jl],c,rsp[i+il,j+jl]); 

end; 

end; 
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end; 

end; 

procedure sigma(i,a,b:integer;var c:integer); 

begin 

C ·-0· . - ' 

case i of 

0: if a=b then c:=2*a-1; 

1: if ((b=O) and (a=1)) then c·-1· . - ' 
2: if ((b=1) and (a=O)) then c·-1· . - ' 

end; 

end; 

procedure spin1(var c:number;q1,q2,q3,q4:qntyp);forward; 

procedure spin(var c,c1:number;q1,q2,q3,q4:qntyp); 

begin 

spin1(c,q1,q2,q3,q4); 

spin1(c1,q1,q2,q4,q3); 

if (stype=O) or (stype=1) then c[num]:=O; 

if stype=3 then 

begin 

cl[num]:=2*c1[num]; 

c[num]:=2*c[num]; 

reduce(c1);reduce(c); 

end; 

end; 

procedure oper(var c:number);forward; 

procedure exp(c,c1:number;gl,g2,g3,g4:gmtype); 



var i,j,i8,j8:integer; 

c2:number; 

begin 

if (c[num]<>O)or(cl[num]<>O) then 

begin 
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writeln('opening' ,namecr(gl.n,gl.l,gl.m,g2.n,g2.1,g2.m)); 

assign(wavefile,namecr(gl.n,gl.l,gl.m,g2.n,g2.1,g2.m)); 

reset(wavefile); 

swapl:=swap; 

assign(wavefile2,namecr(g3.n,g3.l,g3.m,g4.n,g4.1,g4.m)); 

repeat 

read(wavefile,wv); 

ll:=wv.qn[O];ml:=wv.qn[l];l2:=wv.qn[2];m2:=wv.qn[3]; 

reset(wavefile2); 

repeat 

read(wavefile2,wvl); 

13:=wvl.qn[O];m3:=wvl.qn[l]; 

14:=wvl.qn[2);m4:=wvl.qn[3]; 

direct:=true; 

if c[num]<>O then 

begin oper(c2); 

if (c2[num]<>0) then 

begin t(c,c2,c2);prod(c2);end; 

end; 

direct:=false; 

if cl[num]<>O then 



begin oper(c2); 

if c2[num]<>0 then 

end; 

begin _t(cl,c2,c2); 

c2[num]:=-c2[num];prod(c2); 

end; 

until eof(wavefile2);close(wavefile2); 

until eof(wavefile);close(wavefile); 

end; 

end; 

function eq(gl,g2:gmtype):boolean; 

begin; 

eq:=((gl.n=g2.n)and(gl.l=g2.l)and(gl.m=g2.m)); 

end; 

procedure aexp; 

var jO,iO,il,i2:integer; 

cl,c,c2,c3 :number; 

gl,g2 :gmtype; 

begin 

iO:=l;gl:=gm[iO]; 

repeat jO:=iO+l;gl:=gm[iO]; 

repeat 

s(c,O,l,l);s(c2,0,1,1);g2:=gm[j0]; 

for il:=iO to iend-1 do for i2:=il+l to iend do 

begin 

stype:=O; 
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if j0>4 then stype:=l; 

if i0>4 then stype:=2; 

if eq(gl,gm[il]) and eq(g2,gm[i2]) then 

begin 

spin(cl,c3,qn[il],qn[i2],qn[il],qn[i2]); 

_p(c,cl,c);_p(c2,c3,c2); 

end; 

end; 

exp(c,c2,gl,g2,gl,g2); 

repeat jO:=jO+l 

until ((jO>iend) or not eq(gm[j0],g2)); 

until jO>iend; 

repeat iO:=iO+l 

until ((iO>=iend) or not eq(gm[iO],gl)); 

until iO>=iend; 

end; 

procedure cexp(ql,q2,q3,q4:qntyp;gl,g2,g3,g4:gmtype); 

var cl,c2:number; 

begin 

spin(cl,c2,ql,q2,q3,q4);exp(cl,c2,gl,g2,g3,g4); 

end; 

procedure bexp(var jO:integer); 

var cl,c,c2,c3:number;gl,g2:gmtype; 

begin 

for i:= 1 to iend do begin 

spin ( c 1 , c 3 , qn [ i ] , qn [ j 0 ] , qn [ 1 ] , q 2 n) ; 
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exp(cl,c3,gm[i],gm[j0],gm[i],g2m); 

end; 

end; 

procedure spinl{var c:number;ql,q2,q3,q4:qntyp)}; 

var xl,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6:integer; 

{begin if ((ql.alpha = q3.alpha) 

and (q2.alpha=q4.alpha) and (ql.tau=q3.tau) 

and (q2.tau = q4.tau)) 

then s(c,l,l,l) else s(c,O,l,l);end;} 

begin 

sigma(O,ql.alpha,q3.alpha,xl); 

sigma(O,q2.alpha,q4.alpha,x2); 

x4:=0;sigma(O,ql.alpha,q3.alpha,x5); 
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sigma(O,q2.alpha,q4.alpha,x6);x4:=x4+x5*x6; 

sigma(l,ql.alpha,q3.alpha,x5); 

sigma(2,q2.alpha,q4.alpha,x6);x4:=x4+2*x6*x5; 

sigma(2,ql.alpha,q3.alpha,x5); 

sigma(l,q2.alpha,q4.alpha,x6);x4:=x4+2*x6*x5; 

xl:=x4;}xl:=xl*x2; 

x4:=0;sigma(O,ql.tau,q3.tau,x5); 

sigma(O,q2.tau,q4.tau,x6);x4:=x4+x5*x6; 

sigma(l,ql.tau,q3.tau,x5); 

sigma(2,q2.tau,q4.tau,x6);x4:=x4+2*x6*x5; 

sigma(2,ql.tau,q3.tau,x5); 

sigma(l,q2.tau,q4.tau,x6);x4:=x4+2*x6*x5; 

xl:=xl*x4;s(c,xl,l,l); 



end; 

procedure oper{(var c:number)};var c1,c2:number; 

begin; 

{s(c,O,l,l); 

if ((11=13) and (12=14) and (m1=m3) and (m2=m4)) 

then s(c,l,l,l); 

if not direct 

then if odd(13) then c[num]:=-c[num];end;} 

trimat(l,O,nn,O,nn+1,0,c) ; 

trimat(11,ml,nn+1,0,13,m3,c1); t(c,c1,c); 

trimat(1,0,nn,O,nn-1,0,c2); 

trimat(11,ml,nn-1,0,13,m3,cl); t(c2,c1,cl); 

_p(cl,c,c); 

trimat(12,m2,nt,0,14,m4,c1); t(c1,c,c); 

if not direct then if odd(13) then c[num]:=-c[num]; 

write(11,m1,12,m2,' 1 ',13,m3,14,m4,'=');wn(c);write1n; 

end; 

var c2,c3:number;i2,j2:integer; 

var pwave: array[1 .. 10,1 .. 2] of gmtype; 

qwave:array[1 .. 10,1 .. 2] of qntyp; 

begin {MAIN PROGRAM} 

c1init; s(cex,O,l,l); 

repeat read1n(nn,nt); 

for i:=O to 10 do for j:=O to 10 do 

begin s(r[i,j],O,l,l);s(rp[i,j],O,l,l); 
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s(rsp[i,j],O,l,l);end; 

iend:=6;with gm[l] do with qn[l] do 

begin 

n:=O;l:=O;m:=O; alpha:=O;tau:=O; 

end; 

with qn[2] do with gm(2] do 

begin; 

n:=O;l:=O;m:=O;alpha:=O;tau:=l; 

end; 

with qn[3] do with gm[3] do 

begin; 

n:=O;l:=O;m:=O;alpha:=l;tau:=O; 

end; 

with qn[4] do with gm[4] do 

begin; 

n:=O;l:=O;m:=O;alpha:=l;tau:=l; 

end; 

with qn[S] do with gm[S] do 

begin; 

n:=O;l:=l;m:=O;alpha:=l;tau:=l; 

end; 

with qn[6] do with gm[6] do begin; 

n:=O;l:=l;m:=O;alpha:=l;tau:=l; 

end; 

with pwave[l,l] do with qwave[l,l] do 

begin;n:=O;l:=l;m:=l;alpha:=l;tau:=l;end; 
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with pwave[1,2] do with qwave[1,2] do 

begin;n:=O;l:=l;m:=-l;alpha:=O;tau:=O;end; 

with pwave[2,1] do with qwave[2,1) do 

begin;n:=O;l:=l;m:=l;alpha:=O;tau:=l;end; 

with pwave[2,2] do with qwave[2,2] do 

begin;n:=O;l:=l;m:=-l;alpha:=l;tau:=O;end; 

with pwave[3,1) do with qwave[3,1) do 

begin;n:=O;l:=l;m:=-l;alpha:=l;tau:=l;end; 

with pwave[3,2] do with qwave[3,2) do 

begin;n:=O;l:=l;m:= l;alpha:=O;tau:=O;end; 

with pwave[4,1] do with qwave[4,1] do 

begin;n:=O;l:=l;m:=-l;alpha:=O;tau:=l;end; 

with pwave[4,2] do with qwave[4,2] do 

begin;n:=O;l:=l;m:= l;alpha:=l;tau:=O;end; 

with pwave[S,l] do with qwave[S,l] do 

begin;n:=O;l:=l;m:= O;alpha:=O;tau:=O;end; 

with pwave[5,2] do with qwave[5,2] do 

begin;n:=O;l:=l;m:= O;alpha:=l;tau:=l;end; 

with pwave[6,1] do with qwave[6,1] do 

begin;n:=O;l:=l;m:= O;alpha:=l;tau:=O;end; 

with pwave[6,2] do with qwave[6,2) do 

begin;n:=O;l:=l;m:= O;alpha:=O;tau:=l;end; 

for i2:=1 to 6 do begin write1n('i Xi' ,i2); 

gm[S).m:= pwave[i2)[1) .m; 

gm [ 5 ) . 1 : = pw ave [ i 2 J [ 1 1 . 1 ; 
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gm[S].m:=pwave[i2][1].m; 

qn(S].alpha:=qwave[i2][1].alpha; 

qn[S].tau:=qwave[i2][1].tau; 

gm[6].m:= pwave[i2](2].m; 

gm[6].l:=pwave[i2][2].1; 

gm[6].m:=pwave[i2][2].m; 

qn[6].alpha:=qwave[i2][2].alpha; 

qn[6).tau:=qwave[i2][2].tau; 

aexp; 

end;{s(c,1,12,2);for i2:=0 to 10 do 
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for j2:=0 to 10 do _t(r[i2,j2],c,r[i2,j2]);} 

stype:=3; 

for i2:=1 to 5 do 

for j2:= i2+1 to 6 do 

begin 

writeln('i X j',i2,',',j2); 

cexp(qwave[i2][1],qwave[i2][2],qwave[j2][1],qwave[j2][2], 

pwave[i2][1],pwave[i2][2],pwave[j2][1],pwave[j2][2]); 

end; 

pause('finished'); writeln('probability density'); 

{for i2:=0 to 8 do begin for j2:=1 to 8 do 

if r[i2,j2][num]<>0 then begin 

rex(j2,c3); t(c3,r[i2,j2],c3);_p(c3,r[i2,0],r[i2,0]);end; 

if r[i2,0][num]<>0 then 

begin wn ( r [ i 2 , 0 ] ) ; write 1 n ( ' r .... ' , i 2 ) ; 

rex(i2 c2)· t(c2 r[i2,0],c2); p(c2,cex,cex); end;end; ' , , -



)~·.+c';.· . ~ .. · 
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writeln('expectation');wn(cex);} 

wri teln( 'fss'); 

for i2:=0 to 8 do for j2:=0 to 8 do 

if r[i2,j2][num]<>O then begin 

write(i2,' ,' ,j2);wn(r[i2,j2));writeln;end; 

pause('pausing'); 

writeln( 'fsp'); 

for i2:=0 to 8 do for j2:=0 to 8 do 

if rsp[i2,j2)[num]<>0 then begin 

write(i2,',' ,j2);wn(rsp[i2,j2]);writeln;end; 

pause('pausing'); 

writeln( 'fp'); 

for i2:=0 to 8 do for j2:=0 to 8 do 

if rp[i2,j2](num]<>0 then begin 

w r i t e ( i 2 , ' , ' , j 2 ) ; wn ( r p [ i 2 , j 2 ] ) ; w r i t e 1 n ; end ; 

pause('pausing'); 

until 1=0; 

end. 

PROGRAM LISTING TFORM 

type ntype=real; 

rel = (num,den,rad);bgint = array[O .. l] of ntype; 

number= array[rel] of ntype; 

type msg=string[20);hpoly = array[O .. lO] of number; 
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type cleb = array[0 .. 20] of number; 

type poly= array[O .. 6,0 .. 6] of number; 

ftype - array [0 .. 10] of poly; 

qtype = array[0 .. 3]of integer; 

pstyp = array [0 .. 8,0 .. 8] of number; 

wavename=string[14]; 

wave = record 

qn:qtype; 

psi:pstyp; 

end; 

var wavefile:file of wave; 

wv:wave; 

canst mofs:integer =10; 

var mm:integer; 

const prime: set of byte = 

[2,3,5,7,11,13,17,19,23,29,31,37,41,43,47,53,59,61, 

' 67,71,73,79,83,89,91,97,101,103,107,109,113,131,137,141, 

143,149,157,151,161,171,173,179,181,187,191,193,197,199, 

211,227,229,231,237,239,241,247,249,251,253]; 

primes:array[1 .. 59] of byte= 

(2,3,5,7,11,13,17,19,23,29,31,37,41,43,47,53,59,61, 

67,71,73,79,83,89,91,97,101,103,107,109,113,131,137,141, 

143,149,157,151,161,171,173,179,181,187,191,193,197,199, 

211,227,229,231,237,239,241,247,249,251,253); 

var x,y,z,z1:number;i:byte;md:boolean; 

var rt,fd:boolean; 
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var jmax,j,k,n,l,nl,ll,n2,12:integer;fp,f:ftype; 

var m,ml,r,mr,r2,mr2:integer;hc:hpoly; 

d:number;i3,ld,i4:integer;const c:char=' ,'; 

var cl:array[0 .. 2354] of number;add:array[0 .. 400] 

of integer; cfile:file;cname:string[14]; 

procedure s(var x:number;a,b,c:ntype); 

begin;x[num]:=a;x[den]:=b;x[rad]:=c;end; 

procedure seq(var x:number;y:number);begin; 

x[num]:=y[num];x[den]:=y[den];x[rad]:=y[rad];end; 

procedure reduce(var x:number);var c:real;i:byte; 

begin ; if abs(x[num])<l then x[num]:=O; 

if abs(x[rad])<l then x[rad]:=l; 

i:=l;c:=sqrt(abs((x[rad]))); 

if x[rad]=O then s(x,O,l,l) else begin 
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repeat while frac(x[rad] /(primes[i]*primes[i])) = 0 do 

begin 

x[rad]:=int(int(x[rad]/primes[i])/primes[i]); 

x[num]:=x[num]*primes[i);end; 

i:=i+l; until (primes[i]>c) or (i>58); 

c:=sqrt(abs((x[den])));i:=l; 

repeat 

while (frac(x[num]/primes[i])=O) 

and (frac(x[den]/primes[i]) = 0 do begin 

x[num]:=int(x[num]/primes[i]); 

x[den]:=int(x[den]/primes[i]);end; 

i:=i+l ; until ((primes[i-l]>c)and( i>5)) or (i> 58); 



end; 

end; 

procedure lcd(var x,y,z:ntype); 

begin;i:=l;z:=l; repeat 

while (frac(x/primes[i]) = 0) 

and (frac(y/primes[i])=O) and (x*y<>O) do 

begin;x:=int(x/primes[i]);y:=int(y/primes[i]); 

z:=z*primes[i];end; 

i:=i+l; until i>58; 

z:=z*x*y;end; 

procedure inn(var innum:number); 

begin;read(innum[num]);write('/');read(innum[den]); 

write(chr(251));read(innum[rad]);reduce(innum);end; 

procedure wn(x:number);begin write(' ',x[num]); 

if x[den]<>l then write('/',x[den]); 

if x[rad]<>l then write(chr(251),x[rad]);end; 

procedure t(x,y:number;var z:number);var a:ntype; 

begin;if (abs(x[num]) < 0.5) or (abs(y[num]) <0.5) 

then s(z,O,l,l) else begin 
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a:=x[num];x[num]:=y[num];y[num]:=a;reduce(x);reduce(y); 

z[num]:=x[num]*y[num];z[den]:=x[den]*y[den]; 

z[rad]:=x[rad]*y[rad]; 

reduce(z);end;end; 

procedure p(x,y:number;var z:number); 

begin; 

if x[num] = 0 then seq(z,y) else begin 



if y[num] = 0 then seq(z,x) else begin 

if x[rad]<>y[rad] then 

begin writeln('radicals differ');halt;end; 

lcd(x[den),y[den],z[den]); 
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z[num]:=x[num]*y[den]+x[den]*y[num];z[rad]:=x[rad]; 

reduce(z);end;end;end; 

procedure _m(x,y:number;var z:number); 

begin;y[num]:=-y[num];_p(x,y,z);end; 

procedure _d(x,y:number;var z:number);var a:ntype;begin; 

a:=y[num];y[num]:=y[den];y[den]:=a*y[rad];reduce(y); 

_t(x,y,z);end; 

function dm(j,m:integer):integer;var a:integer; 

begin a:=(j+m)*(j-m+l);if a<=O then dm:=O else dm:=a;end; 

function dp(j,m:integer):integer;var a:integer; 

begin a:=(j-m)*(j+m+l);if a<=O then dp:=O else dp:=a;end; 

function max(a,b:integer):integer;begin 

if a<b then max:=b else max:=a;end; 

function min(a,b:integer):integer; 

begin if a>b then min:=b else min:=a;end; 

procedure crow(n,l,j,mj:integer;var c:cleb); 

var mn,il,ml:integer;x,y,z,xl,yl,norm:number; 

begin for i:=O to 20 do s(c[i],O,l,l); 

mm:=-l;if mm<(mj-n) then mm:=mj-n; 

s(c[l+mofs],l,l,l);s(norm,l,l,l); s(c[l+mofs+l],O,l,l); 

for il:=O to 1-mm-1 do begin ml:=l-il; 

mn:=mj-ml;s(x,(dm(j,mj)-dm(l,ml)-dm(n,mn)),l,l); 



s(y,l,l,dp(l,ml)*dm(n,mn));reduce(y); 

s(z,l,l,dm(l,ml)*dp(n,mn));reduce(z); 

t(c[ml+mofs],x,xl); 

_d(xl,z,xl); 

_t(c[ml+mofs+l],y,yl);_d(yl,z,yl); 

_m(xl,yl,c[ml+mofs-1]); 

_t(c[ml+mofs-l],c[ml+mofs-l],x);_p(norm,x,norm); 

end; s(x,l,norm[den],norm[den]*norm[num]);reduce(x); 

for il:=O to 1-mm do _d(c[l-il+mofs],x,c[l-il+mofs]); 

if c[mofs+mm][num] < 0 then 

for i:=O to 20 do c[i][num]:=-c[i][num]; 

end; 

procedure clinit; 

begin 

assign(cfile,'c7x7'); 

reset(cfile);blockread(cfile,cl,337);close(cfile);end; 

function cad(n,l,j,mj:integer):integer; 

begin 

cad:=add[n*(6+n*(ll+n*(6+n)))div 24 

+l*(l+l)*(l+2)div 6+j*(j+l)div 2+mj];end; 

procedure cg(n,l,mn,ml,j,mj:integer;var c:number); 

var a,d:integer; 

begin d:=l;s(c,l,l,l); 

if (((mn+ml)<>mj) or (j>n+l) 

or (j<abs(n-1)) or (n<abs(mn)) 
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or (l<abs(ml)) or (j<abs(mj))) 

then s(c,O,l,l) else begin 

if n<l then begin a:=l;l:=n;n:=a;a:=ml;ml:=mn;mn:=a; 

if odd(l+n+j) then d:=-d;end; 

if l<j then begin a:=l;l:=j; 

j:=a;a:=ml;ml:=-mj;mj:=-a; 

if odd(n+mn) then d:=-d; 

s(c,l,2*j+l,(2*1+1)*(2*j+l));end; 

if n<l then begin a:=l;l:=n;n:=a;a:=ml;ml:=mn;mn:=a; 

if odd(l+n+j) then d:=-d;end; 

if mj<O then begin mj:=-mj;mn:=-mn;ml:=-ml; 

if odd(n+l+j) then d:=-d;end; 

c[num]:=d*c[num]; t(c,cl[cad(n,l,j,mj)+ml-l],c); 

end; 

end; 

procedure trimat(n,mn,l,ml,j,mj:integer;var c:number); 

var cl,c2:number; 

begin; 

cg(n,l,mn,ml,j,mj,cl);cg(n,l,O,O,j,O,c2);_t(cl,c2,c); 

s(c1,1,(2*j+1),(2*j+l)*(2*1+1)*(2*n+l));reduce(cl); 

t(c,cl,c); 

end; 
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procedure fred(ll,ml,l2,m2,13,rn3,j,rn:integer;var c:nurnber); 

var jl,mjl:integer;cl,c2:number; 

begin s(c,O,l,l);if m=(rnl+m2+rn3) then begin 

mjl:=rnl+rn2;s(c,O,l,l); 



for jl:=max(abs(ll-12),abs(j-13)) to min(ll+l2,j+l3) do 

if jl>=abs(mjl) then begin 

trimat(ll,ml,l2,m2,jl,mjl,cl); 

trimat(jl,mjl,l3,m3,j,m,c2); 

t(cl,c2,cl); 

if c[num]<>O then _p(c,cl,c) else seq(c,cl); 

end; 

end; 

end; 

procedure sres(il,jl,ll,ml,i2,j2,12,m2,j,rl,kl,r2,k2 

:integer;var c:number); 

var lb,gm,m:integer;cl,c2,c3:number; 

begin 

s(c,O,l,l); 

if ((kl+k2)=(ml+m2)) and (not odd(il+i2+j+rl)) 

and (not odd(jl+j2+j+r2)) then 

for lb:=max(-il,ml-jl) to min (il,ml+jl) do 

for gm:=max(-i2,m2-j2) to min (i2,m2+j2) do 

if abs(kl-lb-gm)<=j then begin m:=kl-lb-gm; 

cg(il,jl,lb,ml-lb,ll,ml,cl); 

cg(i2,j2,gm,m2-gm,l2,m2,c2); 

cg(j,j,m,-m,O,O,c3); 

t(cl,c2,cl); t(cl,c3,cl); 

fred(il,lb,i2,gm,j,m,rl,kl,c2); 

fred(jl,ml-lb,j2,m2-gm,j,-m,r2,k2,c3); 

t(cl,c2,cl); t(cl,c3,cl); 
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_p(c1,c,c); 

end; 

end; 

procedure yyjk(l,m,l1,m1,j,r,mr,r2,mr2:integer; 

var hc:hpoly); 

var k,k1,i:integer;c,c1,cc,cres:number; 

begin for i:=O to 10 do s(hc[i],0,1,1); 

s(c,1,(1 shl 1),1 shl l);reduce(c); 

for k:=O to 1 do 

begin s(c1,1,(1 shl 11),(1 shl 11));reduce(c1); 

for k1:=0 to 11 do begin t(c,c1,cc); 

sres(k,l-k,l,m,k1,11-k1,11,m1,j,r,mr,r2,mr2,cres); 

t(cc,cres,cres); 

_p(cres,hc[k+k1],hc[k+k1]); 

s(cc,-1,(k1+1)*(2*k1+3) 

,(k1+1)*(2*k1+3)*(11-k1)*(2*11-2*k1+1));reduce(cc); 

t(c1,cc,c1);end;s(cc,1,(k+1)*(2*k+3) 

,(k+1)*(2*k+3)*(1-k)*(2*1-2*k+1)); 

reduce(cc); t(c,cc,c);end; end; 

procedure pause(a:msg); 

begin write(a);repeat until keypressed;end; 

procedure dfact(i:integer;var c:number);{2I+l ! !} 

var j:integer;x:real; 

begin 
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x:=1;for j:=1 to i do x:=x*(2*j+1);s(c,1,1,x); 

reduce(c);end; 
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rocedure coeff(n,l,J':integer,·var a b · b' b ) n, n,cn,aJ, J:num er ; 

begin 

s(an,4*n+2*1+3,(2*n+2*1+3),l);reduce(an); 

s(bn,-1,2*(2*n+2*1+3),1);reduce(bn); 

s(cn,-2*n,2*n+2*1+3,1);reduce(cn); 

s(aj,2*j,4*j*j-1,4*j*j-l);reduce(aj);_t(aj,bn,aj); 

s(bj,2*(j+1),(2*j+1)*(2*j+3),(2*j+1)*(2*j+3)); 

reduce(bj);_t(bj,bn,bj); 

if rt then begin aj[num]:=-aj[num];bj[num]:=-bj[num];end; 

end; 

procedure recurse(n,l,jmax:integer;var f,fp:ftype); 

var f2:ftype; 

r g:poly;i,j,j0:integer;d,d1,d2,an,bn,cn,aj,bj:number; 

begin for jO:=O to jmax do begin 

coeff(n,l,jO,an,bn,cn,aj,bj); 

for i:=O to 6 do for j:=O to 6 do s(f2[j0][i,j],O,l,l); 

for i:=O to 5 do for j:=O to 5 do begin 

t(an,f[jO][i,j],d); 

if i> 1 then begin t(bn,f[j0][i-2,j],dl);_ p(dl,d,d);end; 

if j> 1 then begin t(bn,f[j0][i,j-2],dl);_ p(dl,d,d);end; 

if n> 0 then begin t(fp[jO][i,j],cn,dl);_ p(dl,d,d);end; 

if ((i>O) and (j>O)) then begin 

if jO>O then 

begin _t(f[jO-l)[i-l,j-l),aj,dl);_p(d,dl,d);end: 



_t(f[jO+l][i-l,j-l],bj,dl);_p(dl,d,d);end; 

seq(f2[j0](i,j],d); 

end; 

end;for j0:=0 to jmax do 

for i:=O to 5 do for j:=O to 5 do begin 

seq(fp[jO][i,j},f(jO][i,j]); 

seq(f[j0][i,j],f2[j0](i,j]);end;end; 

procedure print(f:poly);var i,j:integer;begin 

for i:=O to 5 do for j:=O to 5 do 

if f[j,i][num]<>O then 

begin write('i,j' ,i,',',j);wn(f[j,i]);writeln;end; 

{ repeat until keypressed};end; 

function namecr(i,j,k,l,m,n:integer):wavename; 

var p:integer; 

var cl,c2,c3,c4,c5,c6,c7:string[l];w:wavename; 

begin if j<m then begin 

p:=i;i:=l;l:=p;p:=j;j:=m;m:=p;p:=k;k:=n;n:=p;end; 

str(i,cl);str(j,c2);w:='a:wf'+cl+c2; 

if k>=O then str(k,c3) 

else begin w:=w+'n';str (abs(k),c3);end; 

str(l,c4);w:=w+c3+c4;str(m,c5) ; 

w:=w+c5;str(abs(n),c6) ;if n<O then w:=w+'n'; 

namecr:=w+c6;writeln('name=' ,w+c6);end; 

procedure initlag;var c,cl,c3:number; 

begin clinit; 
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